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Global Reset Underway
If  you  listen  to  The  News,  you  have  heard  the  official
warnings:

Don’t Go Here While the Delta Variant Is Surging, Experts
Warn.

COVID Delta Variant Takeover, offers a warning…

WHO Issues a Warning of High Probability of New and More
Dangerous Variants…

Delta Variants Rise Plunges Europe into Uncertainty and
Offers a Warning to the U.S.

CDC Issues Warning to the Unvaccinated

Pandemic Spiraling Out of Control Because of Unvaccinated

Lions and Tigers and Bears, oh my! – Dorothy, The
Wizard of Oz

 

The Blame Game is underway in a test of global proportions.

Humans are participants in a Global Reset, with global control
by one official voice, where all sovereign nations must work
together in unison. Only if all heads-of-state play from the
same page in the same Playbook can they achieve their end goal
of uniformity. They do so by first dividing people by their
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identity, and then eliminating it altogether by making humans
one amorphous blob.

First, governments must create a “compelling interest:”

Compelling interest  – Legal Definition. n. In constitutional
law,  a  method  for  determining  the  constitutionality  of  a
statute that restricts the practice of a fundamental right or
distinguishes between people due to a suspect classification.

Blaming the Unvaccinated
The classification and separation of a species is nothing new.
Subclassifications are essential for an elite power structure
to dissect and maintain control. In humans it happens because
people allow it to happen.

Suspect  classifications  in  humans  include:  racial
status  (BLM),  gender  status  (male  vs.  female),  non-gender
status, religious status, educational status (degrees), social
status  (Caste  system  in  India),  marital  status,  political
status, disease status (lepers, patients), vaccinated status,
and now, health status. All dictated by a sole authority, such
as the United Nations U.N., whose sole purpose is to unite
nations.

Using new logic, a disease-free, asymptomatic person is a
threat to everyone. Healthy people are weapons.

New Logic: A vaccinated person might get sick from a virus
they  got  vaccinated  against,  because  someone  else  is  not
vaccinated.

As world governments build a case for a global reset using an
unapproved global vaccine, and a bogus PCR test, they utilize
the media, by design, as a means to an end.

This dynamic process comes directly from the Playbook of the
Hegelian Dialectic: Problem, Reaction, Solution. First, create
the problem – a health threat to divide people. Second, foment
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a reaction – fear and frenzy through media. And finally, roll
out the solution – uniformity via a global vaccine program
with the elimination of rights and freedoms.

New Logic: Unvaccinated equals unclean.

Warnings Not Reported 
Not reported in The News are the real threats to human health,
once they are connected to each other.

1) The CDC Quietly Withdraws PCR Test to Identify COVID. 

The US has used the PCR test to report more than 34.4-million
cases of the COVID-19 since the pandemic began and more than
610,000  deaths.  Covid  cases  based  on  this  test  soared
nationwide  while,  at  the  same  time,  hospitalizations  and
deaths from the Flu dropped to near zero… The hundreds of
diagnostic tests that supposedly detect COVID-19 are also NOT
approved by the FDA.  

As the CDC admits to using a bogus test, they recommend again
that Americans go back to wearing masks “due to a recent surge
in case numbers.” By what measure?

2) Allergies to Ingredients in Injections

An allergist with the Mayo Clinic warns, if you are allergic
to  Miralax,  you  should  not  get  the  jab.  Miralax  contains
polyethylene  glycol  (PEG),  a  toxic  substance  if  injected
through the skin. PEG functions as a “penetration enhancer,”
increasing  the  permeability  of  the  skin  to  allow  greater
absorption of the product — including harmful ingredients.

PEG is an excipient found in the Pfizer and Moderna shots,
known  to  cause  anaphylaxis  in  some  cases.  Both  the
U.S.  CDC  and  the  UK  Medicines  and  Healthcare  products
Regulatory  Agency  (MHRA)  advise  that:

‘any  person  with  a  history  of  anaphylaxis  to  a  vaccine,
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medicine or food should not receive either the Moderna or the
Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine’.

A 2016 study published in Analytical Chemistry found that
about 7% of people who have been exposed to PEG from various
products have a level of antibodies to the compound that is
high enough to cause an anaphylactic reaction.

Polysorbate  80,  also  known  to  cause  allergies,  and  other
adverse effects should never be injected. Though it is not
well tested, it is found in the following approved vaccines:
DTaP  (Infanrix);DTaP—IPV  (Kinrix);DTap-HepB-IPV
(Pediarix);DTaP-IPV-Hib  (Pentacel);Influenza
(Agriflu);Influenza  (Fluarix);Meningococcal  (MenB-
Trumenba);Pneumococcal  (PCV13—Prevnar13);Rotavirus
(RotaTeq);Tdap  (Boostrix).

Nanoparticles are the game changer as suspicions grow that
they, too, cause allergies, blood clots, heart problems, and
unknown effects.

3) The Variant and the Vaccine

Variants are artifacts of vaccines, also called “breakthrough
infections.”This  happens  when  the  vaccine  fails.”  However,
COVID  injections  are  not  approved  ‘vaccines.’  The  more
vaccinated people, the more variants produced. Variants are
reported to be more common in people over 50 years, but that
remains  to  be  seen  since  the  CDC  may  be  undercounting
breakthrough  infections.  For  more,  see  Covid  vaccine
breakthrough  infections.  

In an interview with Pierre Barnérias of Hold-Up Media, Dr.
Montagnier said he believed that the mass vaccination programs
for COVID may actually be causing SARS-CoV-2 mutations like
the Delta variant and, thus, prolonging the pandemic.

You may wish to stay ahead of the variant curve by knowing
which variants will be announced at what time. A short list of
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“variants  of  concern”  are  published  by  state  health
departments.  But  the  full  list  of  variants  thru  2023  is
already known, though not televised in The News.

Here  is  one  list  showing  their  Greek  names  and
birthdates/release  dates  between  June  2021  (Delta)  and
February 2023 (Omega).

Variant Name Birthdate

A Delta Jun 2021

E Epsilon Jul 2021

Z Zeta Aug 2021

H Eta Sept 2021

θ Theta Oct 2021

I Iota Nov 2021

K Kappa Dec 2021

λ Lambda Jan 2022

M Mu Feb 2022

N Nu Mar 2022

Ξ Ksi
April
2022

O Omicron May 2022

Π Pi June 2022

P Rho July 2022

Σ Sigma Aug 2022

T Tao Sept 2022

Y Upsilon Oct 2022

Φ Phi Nov 2022

X Chi Dec 2022

Ψ Psi Jan 2023

Ω Omega Feb 2023
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4) Delta Tower 

Is it a coincidence that Delta towers are announced to support
3G, 4G, and 5G frequency deployment during the reign of the
Delta variant? New Delta tower antenna poles allow “multiple
Operators” for roof top “monitoring solutions.” The new 5G
towers and their frequencies are microwaves known to affect
human health.

Nanotechnology through injections suggests a whole new level
of unknowns when it comes to microwave frequencies. One study
titled, “5G Technology and induction of coronavirus in skin
cells” suggests that 5G frequencies are absorbed through the
skin to produce the symptoms of COVID.

Further, Patent #: US5800481 published on Sep 1, 1998 and
filed on Dec 28, 1995, confirms the skin – microwave frequency
connection:

In  man,  autonomic  and  cortical  resonances  of  the  nervous
system can be excited by inducing subliminal heat pulses in
the skin by means of a resistive heat patch, laser, heat lamp,
or microwave radiation, or through a slow air jet that carries
a small periodic fluctuation in temperature. Deeply subliminal
skin temperature oscillations of frequency near 1/2 Hz induced
in  a  subject  by  any  of  these  means  cause  sleepiness,
drowsiness, relaxation, a tonic smile, ptosis of the eyelids,
a tense feeling, sudden loose stool, or sexual excitement,
depending on the precise pulse frequency used. For certain
higher frequencies, the induced subliminal skin temperature
oscillations cause fractured thought and a slowing of certain
cortical processes. The method and apparatus can be used by
the general public as an aid to relaxation, sleep, or arousal,
and  clinically  for  the  control  and  perhaps  treatment  of
tremors, seizures, and emotional disorders. There is further
application in the form of nonlethal weapons, involving a
pulsed infrared laser or a pulsed microwave beam, tuned to a
sensory resonance pulse frequency
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5) The Injectable “Operating System”

Moderna is careful to call its mRNA injection an “operating
system.”

Recognizing the broad potential of mRNA science, we set out to
create an mRNA technology platform that functions very much
like an operating system on a computer… In our case, the
“program” or “app” is our mRNA drug – the unique mRNA sequence
that codes for a protein.

At the same time, Moderna admits that healthy human immune
responses can destroy the mRNA sequences before they get into
the person’s cells. According to Bloomberg, Moderna wants to
transform the human body into a vaccine making machine, though
the company began making chemotherapy agents for cancer, not
as  a  vaccine  manufacturer  for  SARS-COV2.  Are
these devices injecting people with prophylactic chemotherapy
for  cancer  that  has  not  been  diagnosed  by  a  medical
professional?

Even  if  a  healthy  immune  system  can  disable  injected
nanotechnology early on, nanobots can jeopardize normal enzyme
reactions,  molecular  bonds,  and  hormone  balance.  In  other
words, the body can turn on its own cells in an autoimmune
(self attack) response as it does with approved vaccines. In
medical circles, this is called called A.S.I.A. or Autoimmune
Inflammatory Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants.

6) Don’t Tell Policy

Is asking about vaccine status a violation of  the HIPPA
privacy policy? According to one AP news source, that does
check the facts:

If someone does come to your door to encourage you to get the
COVID-19 vaccine, you have no obligation to tell them whether
you have been vaccinated, said Kayte Spector-Bagdady, lawyer
and associate director for the Center for Bioethics and Social
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Science in Medicine at the University of Michigan Medical
School.

HIPAA does not apply to public health outreach volunteers, and
it doesn’t apply to information you offer to tell,” Spector-
Bagdady said in an email to the AP. “If you are uncomfortable,
just don’t open the door – or do and just get some information
without giving any in return!”

7) Question The News

To question The News is to make journalists accountable for
their information or misinformation. Some rhetorical questions
to pose:

Since when have all sovereign nations agreed on anything as a
unified group?

In this ‘live exercise,’ will each new variant require a new
experimental injection?

Have recipients volunteered for an experimental shot under
false pretenses? See premise of the TV mini Series Ascension.

Are people who talk to their doctors more likely to get the
vaccine?

Is it ethical for states to incentivize experimental medical
products using cash prizes and lotteries?

If the shot is so beneficial to health why would people need
to be bribed with money and free gifts?

If the CDC quietly withdrew the unapproved PCR test for use to
identify Covid, then why return to mask mandates due to “case
surges?” What cases?

Will life insurance companies insure their members if they
accept  any  unapproved  medical  procedures,  tests,  or
vaccines?  Are  you  covered  in  the  COVID  experiment?
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Is the mRNA “operating system” designed to program humans and
turn their cells into efficient drug delivery systems or hack
biological functions to create a transhuman, subhuman species?
Both? What happens to the human soul and spirit?

Is it news, propaganda, fraud, or a political reality show?
Are they all one and the same?

Answer: New Logic

Health Freedom and The Right to Refuse
Common  Sense:   In  a  free  society  each  individual  is
responsible for determining the costs and benefits of any
medical  treatment  —  the  decision  to  get  vaccinated  is  no
different. – Commentary by Dr. Neil Shah, MD

In a free society common sense trumps New Logic every time.
How do the rights of a healthy person infringe upon the rights
of others simply by not being vaccinated?

They don’t.

We, the people, must demand that the  government leave us
alone. A global governmental entity is only able to succeed in
its agenda to remove inherent rights if the people consent to
immoral dictates.

Government mandates of coerced medical treatments only hold
power if people allow it.

This is a test. This is only a test.

Diane Miller, JD, of the Right to Refuse team reminds people
that they have the Right To Refuse medical procedures based on
informed consent:

The protection of the legal concepts of informed consent,
where patients have the right to significant information about
a medical intervention that would impact whether to accept or
decline a product or procedure, is imperative to supporting a
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person’s fundamental right to make decisions about their own
bodies. Incentivizing a person to make a decision one way or
the  other,  outside  of  information  discussed  in  the
doctor/patient  relationship,  would  be  unethical.  When
government and corporations interfere with the doctor/patient
relationship and health and medical decision-making by giving
rewards to patients for compliance with government goals, then
a dangerous abuse of power is initiated. Gimmicks and coercive
policies not only undermine informed consent, but also reduce
consumer confidence in public health policy. In our country,
all individuals have the fundamental right to make health
decisions for themselves and their families without coercion
or discrimination.

In  a  truly  free  society,  the  freedom  to  choose  is  non-
negotiable and not open to interpretation by science or by any
other means. When we allow government to remove the principle
of choice, it binds freedom itself to a contract and choice
becomes obsolete.  Natural rights are a birthright and can
neither be given away nor denied by any government or court.

The rights of the individual are not derived from governmental
agencies, either municipal, state or federal, or even from the
Constitution. They exist inherently in every man, by endowment
of the Creator, and are merely reaffirmed in the Constitution,
and  restricted  only  to  the  extent  that  they  have  been
voluntarily surrendered by the citizenship to the agencies of
government.  The  people’s  rights  are  not  derived  from  the
government,  but  the  government’s  authority  comes  from  the
people. The Constitution but states again these rights already
existing, and when legislative encroachment by the nation,
state, or municipality invade these original and permanent
rights, it is the duty of the courts to so declare, and to
afford  the  necessary  relief.  The  fewer  restrictions  that
surround the individual liberties of the citizen, except those
for the preservation of the public health, safety, and morals,
the more contented the people and the more successful the



democracy. (City of Dallas v. Mitchell, 245 S.w. 944, 945-46,
Tex.Civ.App. – Dallas (1922).

The choice to keep your identity and power is yours and no one
else’s,  even  in  attempts  to  reset  the  world  stage.  The
evolution or devolution of humanity is dependent on whether
each individual chooses to be healthy or to risk disease,
whether each chooses to be weaponized by a government entity,
or not.
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Rosanne Lindsay is available for consultation through Turtle
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